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QUESTION 1

Which of the following statements about the different approaches to generating unique IDs are true? 

A. A dedicated BPO should be used to generate readable keys. 

B. A programmatic or model-based approach can be used when the key needs to be returned for further processing. 

C. The model-based approach should be used to generate keys from the Default KeySet. 

D. The model-based approach reduces the chance of key conflict. 

E. A key set must be specified when using the programmatic approach. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 2

If a model contains a process class MyProcess, which two of the following class signatures are correct? [Select 2] 

A. curam.impl.MyProcess implements curam.intf.MyProcess 

B. curam.impl.MyProcess implements curam.base.MyProcess 

C. curam.impl.MyProcess extends curam.base.MyProcess 

D. curam.base.MyProcess extends curam.intf.MyProcess 

E. curam.base.MyProcess implements curam.intf.MyProcess 

Correct Answer: CE 

 

QUESTION 3

Examine the following UIM code: 



Which of the following statements are true? 

A. The Page Title is read from a properties file. 

B. The modifyPersonBean is invoked when the page loads. 

C. A CONNECT element at the page level is used to pass a page parameter into a display phase
SERVER_INTERFACE. 

D. The UIM page is called PersonDemo_modifyPersonPage.uim. 

E. The cluster value Cluster.Title.PersonDetails is read from a SERVER_INTERFACE. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 4

Which of the following is a complete description of the process involved in creating a valid 

A. Create a new Index class containing the index attributes and add a named association between this class and the
target Entity class 

B. Create a new Struct class containing the index attributes and add a named association with stereotype index
between it and the target entity class 



C. Create a new Entity class with an attribute of stereotype index and add an association with stereotype index between
it and the target Entity class 

D. Create a new Association class with an attribute of stereotype index and add an association between it and the target
Entity class 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

If process class MySubProcess is a subclass of MyProcess and the required implementation classes exist, which of the
following statements are true? 

A. curam.intf.MySubProcess extends curam.intf.MyProcess 

B. curam.base.MySubProcess extends curam.impl.MyProcess 

C. curam.base.MySubProcess extends curam.base.MyProcess 

D. curam.fact.MySubProcessFactory extends curam.fact.MyProcessFactory 

E. curam.impl.MySubProcess implements curam.base.MySubProcess 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 6

If stereotyped methods were included in an entity class MyEntity, the implementation of these methods displays in which
Java class? 

A. curam.impl.MyEntity 

B. curam.base.MyEntity 

C. curam.fact.MyEntity 

D. curam.intf.MyEntity 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

An application\\'s Server Components folder contains the following components: Appeals, core, custom, ISScreening,
and ServicePlanning. The SERVER_COMPONENT_ORDER variable is set as follows:
SERVER_COMPONENT_ORDER=custom, ServicePlanning. 

Which of the following statements BEST reflects the order of priority (decreasing priority left to right) in which the
generators will process the components? 

A. custom, ServicePlanning, core 



B. custom, ServicePlanning 

C. custom, ServicePlanning, Appeals, core, ISScreening 

D. custom, ServicePlanning, Appeals, ISScreening, core 

E. Appeals, custom, ISScreening, ServicePlanning, core 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8

Review the following model: 

Based on the model shown above, which table(s) will exist following a build generated database? 

A. EntityOne and EntityOneExtension 

B. EntityOne only 

C. EntityOneExtension only 

D. The build will fail because extending an entity is not allowed 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

Which of the following are valid ways to enforce that a value be mandatory for a given attribute? 

A. Write custom logic at method level in the Java class 



B. Configure the Require_Mandatory property of the entity\\'s attribute to be set to true 

C. Specify the name of the field in the Mandatory_Fields property of the modeled operation\\'s argument struct 

D. Write a custom Java function to check for a value being present and specify the function on the
Custom_Validation_Function_Name property of the relevant Domain Definition 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 10

Which of the following are design objects in the Documentation Center version of the Analyzer (CIARA)? 

A. Process flows 

B. Business process objects 

C. Application properties 

D. Database columns 

E. Cascading style sheets 

Correct Answer: ABD 

 

QUESTION 11

From the DefaultAppSection.sec file presented here, which of the following statements is valid? 

A. When this section is rendered in the browser, the AccountSectionShortcuts panel will be rendered if the user visits
the AccountHome tab 

B. Configuring two distinct Tab elements, both referencing AccountHome, allows Cúram to display two different account



details in separate tabs at the same time 

C. This configuration will be loaded to the database without error, but an error will occur at runtime 

D. At build time an error will occur preventing the configuration from being loaded 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 12

Which of the following statements about aggregation in Cúram are correct? Which of the following statements about
aggregation in Cúram are correct? 

A. An entity may aggregate another entity. 

B. A struct may aggregate an entity. 

C. A struct may aggregate another struct. 

D. An entity may aggregate a struct. 

Correct Answer: BC 
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